
Weathering the Storm
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It was a beautiful day
in Slumberkins’ land.
All things were going

according to plan.

Fox and Lynx
were especially pleased
to have time together
outside in the breeze.

They frolicked and jumped
and laughed as they played,

swinging on branches
under the shade.

The playground was tidy.
The branches were strong.
The birds were all singing

their sweet little song.

Then something changed—
the world became still.

The sky became cloudy.
The wind had a chill.

Our kind friend Fox
and brave little Lynx
didn’t have any time
to stop or to think.

Lightning flashed bright,
soon followed by thunder.

Fox and Lynx looked
for a place to hide under.

“The tree fort is there!
Let’s go and let’s hide!”

said Fox with a jolt
as he bolted inside.

Lynx followed in
to get out of the storm.
It was raining like crazy.
They had to get warm!

The two dashed inside
and shook rain off their fur.

Things felt uncertain.
Time passed in a blur.

Fox felt a rush
to his arms, legs, and head.

His thoughts kept on racing
and filled him with dread.

“This is bad!” Fox yelled out,
as he ran to and fro.

“How will we get back home?
I’m ready to go!”

“My body is asking
to run and to hide.

I can’t stop it from feeling
so mixed-up inside.”

Lynx was feeling
big feels of her own.
She felt a bit frozen
and still like a stone.



She wanted to move
and help her friend Fox,
but the big scary storm

had her stuck in one spot.

They stayed in that state
for a very long bit,

not knowing if they should
run, fight, or sit.

That’s when they heard
a knock at the door—

their friend, Alpaca, was standing
outside as it poured!

“I saw a light over here
and thought I’d check in,”

Alpaca said calmly
with a kind grin.

The friends welcomed in
their wise new guest

to come in from the rain
and take a rest.

Alpaca then noticed
his pals looking bleak.
He took off his pack

and started to speak.

“It’s a bad storm,
I can tell from the clouds,

but I’m here to help,”
said Alpaca aloud.

“When big scary things
occur during the day,
our bodies can react

in a very big way.

Fight, flight, or freeze
in response to stress

is our body’s way
of doing its best.

Our bodies are trying
to keep us from harm.

Let’s take some deep breaths
to calm our alarm.”

Fox and Lynx listened
and did just that.

They breathed in and out
right where they sat.

Fox could feel
his body slow.

Lynx felt her energy
starting to grow.

Their bodies relaxed
as they focused inside

with the help that they got
from their Alpaca guide.

Lynx noticed her body
was feeling much better,

but her mind still felt worried
as the outdoors got wetter.

“What if the storm
never comes to an end?”

Lynx said out loud
to her Slumberkin friends.

“That’s a big worry,”
Alpaca replied.

“But I’ll be right here
and we are safe inside.”
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Having support
for the feels that they had

helped Lynx and Fox
feel a little less bad.

They watched and they waited
while Alpaca sat near.

It took quite some time
for the whole storm to clear.

But finally the sun
peaked out from the sky

and the rain left in a hurry
without saying goodbye.

The group walked out
with relief in their hearts.

The storm was over,
but this was just the start.

The playground was messy.
Large branches were gone.

No birds were singing.
Things felt a bit wrong.

The storm had changed things
with the damage it made.

“What now?” Fox asked Lynx.
“I feel sad and afraid.”

Just then a soft glow
floated in on the wind.

A wandering Sprite
stopped near the two kins.

“What’s wrong, my dear friends?”
Sprite asked of the two.

“Our tree lost its branches,”
Lynx said, feeling blue.

“It’s okay to feel sad,”
Sprite gently went on.

“The storm is over,
but the branches are gone.”

“We can feel loss
even when a storm’s through,

but trees can heal
and so can you.

As time goes by,
the tree roots will grow

and branches will sprout
before you know.

You can share
your stories, too,

to express your feelings
with those who love you.”

Fox and Lynx took a moment
to let some feels out
with a laugh, a cry,

a shake, and a shout.

They looked about
and noticed once more

the very big mess
on the forest floor.

“Those branches are big!
How much do they weigh?

We must clean them up
to have a safe place to play.”

“Did someone say play?”
asked a voice from nearby.

It was Dragon who swooped in
down from the sky.
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“I love to help people,
to play and to dream. Fixing 

this up will be
more fun than it seems.

We can rebuild it all,
new and improved.

We just need some help
to get into the groove.”

Dragon used magic
to play a new tune,

and they called in the families 
to clean all afternoon.

Fox and Lynx
were glad indeed

to be safe and sound
with their families.

Their tree was much better 
after support from the town, 
and they found new uses for 

branches that fell down.

As Fox and Lynx
built something new,

they noticed something
inside them healed, too.

The storm had come in
so fast and so loud.
They got through it

and for that they felt proud.

“Let’s get back home,”
Lynx took time to say.

“It’s been tough, but with help
we weathered the day!”

Dragon and Sprite flew to the sky
where the sun brightly shone,

then Alpaca exchanged
some farewells of his own.

With the help of their friends,
Fox and Lynx made it through.

They were now on a team:
The Resilience Crew!
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As Fox and Lynx
to their homes both returned,

they repeated these words
of the lesson they’d learned.

I can get through the storm.
I can find my way home.

I am loved and supported.
I am never alone.


